Revolutionising
the Motor Insurance
Industry through
Technology...

HOW?

commuting
in the 21st
century

2.0

MOTOR INSURANCE

THE

INTERNET

where all things

All things are indeed becoming connected. Cars, phones and people are

Accurately
measure risk
and therefore
be able to price
it correctly
Handle
claims more
efficiently

OF THINGS…
are connected.

connected over the internet creating a unique constellation of data sets.

Increase
customer
engagement
Integrate safety
and security
services

These data sets
create a new wave of
opportunites for insurance
companies helping them to:

UBI
What is
Usage Based
Insurance?

UBI / PAYD / PHYD

Usage Based Insurance (UBI), also known as
Pay As You Drive (PAYD) and Pay How You Drive (PHYD)
is a mile-based auto insurance whereby the cost of
insurance is dependent on the usage of the vehicle.

The Future of Insurance

The auto insurance scenario is changing and the consumer
market is shifting to pay per use services - same as what is
happening with mobile, electricity and water consumption.

Educate

Established insurance companies over the world are
shifting their strategies to UBI because it brings awareness
to the driver and educates the insured to drive better
and at times drive less. It presents a win-win situation
for both the insurer as well as for the insured.

Driving Speed

Location

Driving Speed is sent to the
UBI platform via the tracking
device. This is used by the
insurance company to calculate
the overall risk of the driver.

Location is collected via GPS and
sent to the UBI platform. This is
only accessed by the policy holder
(insured) only through the smartphone
application and web portal.

Driving
Behaviour
This is a key
factor in PAYD
insurance.
Any harsh
braking, harsh
acceleration and
harsh cornering
is logged on the
UBI platform
through onboard
G-sensors on
the device.

Driving Time
Through accurate GPS tracking
Driving Time is also calculated
and sent to the UBI platform
so as to include this data in
the insurance calculation.

Insured Driver’s App

Distance
Travelled

Telematics
Device

This is
calculated
on a daily
basis and
stored on
the UBI
platform
so as to be
factored in
if required.

Night Time Driving
Night Time Driving is considered
to increase the risk of driving. This
is also logged for the insurance
company to use in the policy tariff
calculation should this be required.

Insurance Company’s Web Portal and Back-End System

Consumers are more familiar with
UBI and like what they see
UBI consumer survey - major U.S. findings

The number of
respondents who
have had a UBI
policy has nearly
doubled

UBI IN
NUMBERS

Drivers’ privacy concerns
are decreasing. Fewer
respondents are uneasy
with insurers monitoring
where they drive
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What drivers think of UBI
UBI involves a GPS device that tracks down driving
behavious. Better driving leads to discounts. A survey
of U.S. consumers found these attitudes towards UBI:

60% 66%

would change driving
habits to get a discount

80%

of consumers
with smartphones
(64% of
respondents) are
comfortable with
the idea of UBI
apps to monitor
their driving.

UBI Value is
resonating
with drivers

65%

of those interested
in UBI are willing
to change their
driving habits,
reinforcing the
potential for
driver coaching.

of young
drivers like it

Chain reaction from the first leader:
• Since Progressive all US insurers have a UBI product
• Since Industrial Alliance, 6 other insurers have followed in Canada
• A new programme every 6 months appears in Germany
• Generali has announced 2 UBI trials in Brazil
• 2 brokers announced UBI programmes in the same month in Australia

BENEFITS

UBI
OF ADOPTING

WHY PARTNER UP WITH

Setting ourselves apart from the competition

Innovative
Our team of engineers are updating
the technology all the time to
make sure that we remain at the
cutting edge of technology.

Proven Track Record
We already service established
insurance companies around
the world for the last 5 years
in 3 different continents.

Top Customer Support
Our customer support
will be locally located
and backed up by
a 24/7 international
support centre

Quality Assured
All internal processes
are backed up by ISO
9001:2015 certification.

Advanced Technology
Years of R&D have been
placed in our platform. The
UBI platform remains one of
the top software platforms
available in the market today.

Strong Team
Aktuaris is made up
of a strong team of
highly skilled and highly
experienced individuals.
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Purchase
The Insurance companies will
promote UBI as a means of
saving money but also as a
means of benefiting from a
number of other features. The
UBI insurance is purchased
by the client and paid upfront
to the insurance company.

A
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Receive Vouchers/
Give Discounts
Based on the number
of Points received by
the policy holder after
a year, the policy holder
can redeem a number of
cash and fuel vouchers
against these points.

The policy holder
installs the device. All
the details are entered
online in a system and an
e-certificate of installation
is issued by the system.

Intelligent
Points System
based on Usage

Proposed
BUSINESS
MODEL
D

Install

D

C

C

Drive

Once installed, the policy
holder will start driving their
car and earning points on
a daily basis depending on
the style and the amount
of driving they do. These
points can be accessed over
a smartphone app provided
by the insurance company.

The
Smartphone
Application
Simple and Intuitive
The app will be downloadable from the app
store and users can easily login to their account.
The users can easily monitor their score, receive
notifications about their driving behaviour
and also get instant alerts for bad driving.

Saves Money
The app compels the driver to become
more aware of his driving thus saving
money through better driving.

Customizable
The app can be fully customized and branded
as per insurance company requirements. This
increases customer engagement and brand loyalty.

The Web Portal
for Insurance
Powerful and Flexible
The web portal offers full administration capabilities and gives the
insurance companies the facility to issue new policies, design UBI
products, monitor driving behaviour of every driver and extract
any information through the several reports available. All data
can be also extracted via an API by any third party application.

Intuitive and Informative
The Web Portal provides insurance companies with all the
necessary information at a click of button through a number of
highly informative dashboards. This helps Insurance companies get
a better understanding of the benefits of Usage Based Insurance.

FOR FLEETS

Improve Driver Behaviour through
feedback and gamification/competition
Reduce claims and save costs
by improved driving
Identify high-risk drivers easily
therefore better risk management
Provide Accurate Metrics of each
driver to Fleet Managers/Owners

Web Portal for Fleet
Managers/Owners
The web portal offers powerful
metrics and accurate statistics
on the driving behaviour of
all the drivers within the fleet.
The portal helps identify bad
driving habits. Fleet managers
can manage drivers and assist
them in improving their driving.

Optional ADD-ONS

Collision Detection
To ensure safety and increase response times
in the case of an accident, the device can
send a collision alert to a central control
room or an emergency response centre. This
can literally save lives! Statistically most of
the accident related deaths occur because
of the delays in emergency response.

Loyalty Scheme
Everyone likes to get a discount. The mobile
app can be used to create a loyalty scheme for
policy holders and insurance customers alike.
This is convenient as the insurance company
can save the cost of printing of the actual card
and also monitor the usage of such a loyalty
scheme through the mobile app usage.

Reduce Claim Costs
As drivers become more aware of their driving due
to the points system, accidents will significantly
be reduced and claims will also decrease

Offer Value Added
Services
Insurance companies
who offer UBI will have
a significant advantage
over the others that do
not offer it. Those that
do not offer it will risk
losing some valuable
customers to their more
innovative competitors

Attract LowRisk Drivers
UBI tends to attract
those drivers who
know that they can
save money by driving
less and better. These
usually tend to be
low-risk drivers.

Increase Sales
Sales can be increased
by targeting specific
customer profiles and
creating products.

Increase Customer Loyalty
Since customers will be
checking their score on
a daily basis the number
of touch points with the
insurance brand will increase

Attract Premium
Car Owners
insurers can offer
reduced pricing or
a special discount
based on the mileage
of the vehicle.

The Benefits of UBI

Increase Profitability
Being able to attract better risks
through market segmentation
and offering superior products
will help insurance companies
improve their loss ratios
thus increasing profits.t

Improve Customer
Relationship/Retention
Customers will need to
download the app that
can be used to pass on
driving information, cross
sell, promote partner
products or even wish
them Happy Birthday! As
a result, customers will be
in touch with the insurance
company more often.

YES!
IT WORKS
A case study that proves
that our technology works

Mapfre Insurance is one the largest private passenger
automobile

insurer,

homeowners’

insurer

and

commercial automobile insurer in the world. MAPFRE Insurance
provides a full range of insurance products, including coverage for
automobiles, homes, motorcycles, watercraft and businesses, as well as
term life insurance. MAPFRE Insurance is part of the MAPFRE Group,
an international insurer with business in 47 countries on five continents.
The MAPFRE Group has over 36,000 employees and over 23 million
customers worldwide. In 2014, the MAPFRE Group had net earnings of
$1.1 billion with revenues of $34.8 billion.

5000+

vehicles installed out of potential of 36 million vehicles

93% 23%
of drivers downloaded
the smartphone app to
check their driving score

9%

average discount
given to drivers due
to improved driving

decrease in claims
over 3 years, resulting
in savings of over

€1.3 million

www.aktuaris.com
Aktuaris is part of

